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terms used  
in percussion

What we see on the page of a 
percussion part is not always 
what we play. For example, the 

duration of cymbal notes or timpani notes 
are rarely indicated. The composer has 
left these decisions, either intentionally or 
not, to the player’s discretion. Sometimes 
the duration is obvious, such as when the 
entire orchestra stops or the note changes 
pitch in the orchestra while the same note 
remains in a timpani part. Some cymbal 
players read the duration of each note 
precisely while others will let the same note 
ring. It’s a matter of taste, experience, and 
style, and a perusal of the score often helps 
make our decisions.
 Every once in a while a part comes along 
that is obviously incorrect, either due to 
a copyist’s/editor’s mistake or simply 
something that the composer overlooked. 
It is up to us as performers to interpret the 
music as best we know how. One of the 
most obvious examples of this problem is 
in the cymbal part to “Romeo and Juliet” 
by Tchaikovsky. This part is the most often 
asked-for excerpt for cymbals on auditions 
and therefore demands our attention.
 The subject of “Romeo and Juliet,” 
from the Shakespeare play, is a favorite 
of composers, and Serge Prokofiev and 
Constant Lambert both wrote scores for 
ballets on this subject. There are also more 
than 21 operatic adaptations of the story, 
ranging from Bellini and Gounod through 
Riccardo Malipiero, to probably the most 
famous one by Leonard Bernstein in West 
Side Story.
 Tchaikovsky’s “Romeo and Julliet” was 
written in 1869 and first performed in 
Moscow in 1870 under the baton of Nicko-
lai Rubinstein; it was the composer’s first 
notable orchestral piece. Tchaikovsky made 
revisions in the same year and additional 
revisions a decade later. The version that is 
most often performed today is quite differ-
ent from the original, which, unfortunately, 
is seldom performed.
 The two most popular editions are the 
Edwin F. Kalmus edition (No.74) and the 
Boosey & Hawkes edition of 1943. The 
percussion parts are identical in both 
editions. However, in the original edition 
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 Stokowski was known for his 
individualistic performances and 
arrangements of standard orchestral 
repertoire. To best illustrate this point 
I recommend a recording of “Night on 
Bald Mountain” by Modest Mussorgsky 
with Stokowski conducting. It’s a joy for 
percussionists because of all the extra 
parts the conductor added. Check out the 
xylophone part!
 In any case, I suggest that you play the 
part that is on your stand and not add the 
cymbal crashes I recommend unless you 
have discussed it with the conductor before 
the first rehearsal. No conductor wants to 

be surprised by something that is not in the 
score, and during a rehearsal is no time to 
discuss the aesthetic merits of changing the 
part. 

recordings
 Here are some recordings of “Romeo 
& Juliet” to compare. Timing is from the 
slowest, from over 25 minutes, to the 
fastest, less then 18 minutes.
1. Vienna Philharmonic, Lorin Maazel, 

conductor (Columbia CS6463)
 Letter S: no bass drum/no cymbals.
2. USSR Symphony Orchestra, Yevgeny 

Svetlanov, conductor (Angel SR40166)

 Letter S: bass drum/no cymbal.
 Nine after Letter S: bass drum/no cym-

bal.
3. San Francisco Symphony, Seiji Ozawa, 

conductor (DeutscheGrammophon 
2530308)

 Letter S: no bass drum/no cymbal.
4. Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra of 

New York, Leopold Stokowski, conduc-
tor (Columbia ML4273)

 Two before letter O: bass drum/no cym-
bals; cymbals enter one before Letter O.

 11 before Letter P: dynamic is mf with a 
dimunuendo.

 Five before Letter S: bass drum/no cym-
bal.

 Letter S: adds cymbals through next 12 
measures.

 Takes the most liberties with tempi.
5. National Symphony Orchestra, Antal 

Dorati, conductor (London C56891)
 Letter S: adds cymbals through next 12 

measures.
6. Cleveland Orchestra, Lorin Maazel, 

conductor (Telarc CD80068)
 Letter S: no cymbals until the 17th mea-

sure. but bass drum added in measure 
eight. 

7. Chicago Symphony, Claudio Abbado, 
conductor (1989,CBS Records (Master-
works MK44911)

 Eight after Letter S: bass drum plays but 
no cymbals.

8. Gewandhausorchester Leipzig, Kurt Ma-
sur, conductor (1991, Teldec 2292-449432)

 Eight after S: bass drum plays at nine 
after S but no cymbals.

9. New York Philharmonic, Leonard 
Bernstein, conductor (CBS Masterworks 
(MYK36723)

 Letter S: adds cymbals through next 12 
measures.

 Measure before Letter O: adds a crash on 
the third beat.

10. Philadelphia Orchestra, Ricardo Muti, 
conductor (1989, EMI CDC7491152)

 No cymbals at Letter S.
 No bass drum on ninth measure of S.
11. Berlin Philharmonic, Herbert van Kara-

jan, conductor (1983, DG 410873-2)
 As written in the Kalmus part, except 

that the cymbals play on the second 
eighth note before letter P, not the second 
quarter note.

12. Orchestra Sinfonica RAI, Sergiu 
Celibidache, conductor (1988, NuovaEra 
0316327)

 Letter S: adds cymbals through next 12 
measures.






